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Abstract. If St = exp {— if/}, Tt = exp {— tK}9 are self-adjoint positivity preserv-
ing semigroups on a Hubert space 34? = L2(X dμ) we write

7 > 0 (*)

if Tt is positivity improving and

St>Tt (**)

if the difference St—Tt is positivity improving. We derive a variety of
characterizations of (*) and (**). In particular (*) is valid for all t > 0 if, and only
if, T^L^iX dμ) is irreducible for some ί>0. Similarly if the semigroups are
ordered the strict order (**) is valid if, and only if, {St— Tt}κjL™(X dμ) is
irreducible for some t > 0. These criteria are used to prove that if (*) is valid for
all t > 0 then

ί>0,

and if (**) is valid for all t > 0 then

e-tf(H)>e-tnκ)^ t > 0

for each non-constant / in the class characterized in the preceding paper.
We discuss the decomposition of positivity preserving semigroups in terms

of positivity improving semigroups on subspaces. Various applications to
monotonicity properties of Green's functions are given.

Introduction

A bounded operator A on the Hubert space jtf? = L2(X dμ) is called positivity
improving if

(φ,Aψ)>0
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for all non-negative φ, ψ, which are not identically zero and if this is the case we
write

A>-0.

More generally if B and A — B are positivity improving we write

These definitions give the strict ordering associated with the order relation ^
introduced in the preceding paper [1] (which we refer to as I).

We are interested in C0-semigroups of self-adjoint positivity preserving
operators which satisfy

e-tH>e-tκ>0

for all t > 0, or for some t > 0.
We derive two kinds of results. The first characterizes the strict ordering of the

semigroups and the second derives stability of this order under the replacement of
H and K by f(H) and f(K) where / is a non-constant function in the class
characterized in I. For example we establish the following

Theorem D. The following four conditions are equivalent
l.(l') e~tK>0 for all t>0 (for some t>0).
2.(20 {e'^^oVL^iX dμ) is irreducible

(^~ίKuL°°(X; dμ) is irreducible for some ί>0).

Moreover if

the following four conditions are equivalent
1.(1') e~tH>e-tK for all ί > 0 {for some ί>0).
2.(2') {e-tH-e-tK}t>ovjL™{X;dμ) is irreducible

({e~tH - e~tK}uL™ (X dμ) is irreducible for some ί>0).

Other characterizations of the strict order are given in terms of positivity
improving relations or irreducibility criteria involving the resolvents of H and K.

The second kind of result is illustrated by the following

Theorem E. Let f be a positive measurable function on [0, oo) such that

e~tH^e~tK^0, ί > 0 ,

implies

e-'/<*>e-'/W^0, ί>0,

for all pairs of contraction semigroups and assume f is not constant.
It follows that

e-tH>0, ί > 0 ,
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if and only if

ί > 0 ,

and

if and only if

The class of functions described in Theorem E have been completely character-
ized in I.

1. Criteria for Positivity Improvement

We begin by deriving various criteria for a semigroup to be positivity improving
(and in particular we prove the first half of Theorem D). Some of the implications
in the following theorem are already known (see [2], Sect. XIII.12 for details and
references). The principle new result appears to be the deduction of positivity
improvement from an irreducibility criterion without any ancillary spectral
assumptions.

Recall first that if T is a C0-semigroup then there exist M ^ 1 and β^O such
that

\\Tt\\^Meβ\ ί>0 .

In the sequel the symbols M and β are used solely in this context.

Theorem 1. Let Tt = exp{ — tH} be a C0-semigroup of self-adjoint positivity
preserving operators on the Hubert space ffl = L2 (X dμ).

The following eight conditions are equivalent

1.(10 Tt>0 for allt>0 {for some ί>0).
2.(2') {Tt}t>ouL°°QC;dμ) is irreducible

(7JuL°°(X dμ) is irreducible for some t>0).
3.(3') (λi + i ϊ Γ ^ O for all λ>β (for some λ>β).
4.(4') {(λl + Hy^^βUL^iX dμ) is irreducible

((λί + H)-ίvLCΌ(X;dμ) is irreducible for some λ>β).

Proof Clearly 1=>Γ, and 3=>3'. But 2o4 by the standard semigroup relations

(λt + H)-^ ] dte-λte-tH

o

and

e~tH= lim U+-H

Also the equivalences of 2,2', and 4,4', are clear from the spectral theory of self-
adjoint operators.
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We will demonstrate that 2=>1, Γ=>3 and 3'=>4. This will complete the proof of
equivalence.

First we need the following lemma which is essentially contained in [3].

Lemma 2. // Tt = Qxp{ — tH} is a C0-semigroup of self-adjoint positivity preserving
operators on J^ = L2{X dμ) and ξ,η^O with {ξ,η)>0 then

(ξ,Ttη)>0 for all ί > 0 .

Proof If ρ is defined by setting

ρ(x) = mm(ξ(x\η(x))

then ρ^O and ρ is not identically zero because (ξ,η)>0. But

Now we return to the proof of Theorem 1.
2=>1. Assume Condition 1 is false then there exist non-negative non-zero φ, ψ,

and a t0 > 0 such that

(φ,Ttoψ) = 0.

Now suppose that

for some se(0, t0) then we can apply Lemma 2 with φ = ξ, Tsψ = η and t = t0 — s to
deduce that

which is a contradiction. Therefore

for allsG(0,ίo].
But

ze<C->{φ9e-zHψ)

is analytic in the right half plane and hence it must be identically zero.
Next let Jf be the closed linear span of

We shall show that if χeJf then TtχeJf for all ί^O and, moreover,

(Φ,x)=o.
Thus / is a non-trivial closed subspace which is invariant under

o u Γ ( Y ; ψ ) and hence Condition 2 is false.
It clearly suffices to prove the above properties for vectors of the form

ί=l
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where the f are real functions in U°(X;dμ) and ί f >0. But

Σ WLTttp±χ^0

and hence

Now this inequality shows that the left hand vector Ttχ can be obtained from the
right hand vector by multiplication with an L00-function. Thus Ttχe2Γ. Finally

^ Σ \\fi\\JΦ,τtίψ)=o.
ί = l

Γ=>3. Suppose Condition 3 is false. Then there exist non-negative non-zero φ, ψ,
and a λ > β, such that

O = (φ,(λί + H)~iψ)=] dte-λt(φ,TtΨ).
o

Hence Condition Γ is false.

3'=>4. Suppose Condition 4 is false and let DC Jf be a closed subspace invariant
under {(Xi+H)~%>p^E°QC dμ). Let ψeD and set χ{x) = ψ(x)/\ψ(x)\ if φ(x) + 0
and χ(χ) = 0 if ψ(x) = 0. Thus χeL^ζK dμ) and since \ψ\ = χψ one has |χ |eiλ
Similarly if φeD1 then IφleD1. But since D is invariant under (Λi + f f Γ 1 for all
λ>β one has

even if (/>, i/;, are not identically zero. Thus Condition 3' is false.
Theorem 1 allows us to extend a perturbation result of Segal [4] (see [2],

Theorem XIII.45).

Corollary 3. Let H and Ho be self-adjoint lower semi-bounded operators on
L2(X dμ) and sup-pose there exists a sequence of bounded self-adjoint multiplication
operators Vn so that Ho + Vn converges to H in the strong resolvent sense and H—Vn

converges to Ho in the same sense.
It follows that exp{ — tH} is positivity improving if and only if exp{ — tH0} is

positivity improving.

Proof. By Segal's result, which follows from the Trotter product formula, the set
exp{-ί#}uL°°(X;<iμ) is irreducible if, and only if, exp{-ί# 0}uL°°(X; dμ) is
irreducible so Corollary 3 follows from Theorem 1.

2. Comparison of Semigroups

Theorem 1 gives criteria for a C0-semigroup to be positivity improving. Next we
derive a generalization which gives criteria for the difference of two semigroups to
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be positivity improving. In particular we prove the second statement of Theorem
D.

Theorem 4. Let St = Qxp{ — tH}, Tt = exp{ — tK}, be two C0-semigroups of self-
adjoint positivity preserving operators on the Hilbert space J4? = L2(X dμ) and
suppose that

for all ί^O.
The following conditions are equivalent

l.(l') St>Tt for allt>0 (for some t>0).
2.(2') {St - Tt}t > o u l 0 0 (X dμ) is irreducible

({St-Tt}^Lco(X dμ) is irreducible for some ί>0).
3.(30 (λt + IΓΓ^iλί + K)-1 for all λ>β (for some λ>β).
4.(4') {(λί + H)-1-(λί + Kyί}λ>βκjL(Ό(X;dμ) is irreducible

({(λί + H)-1-(λl + K)-1}vLM(X;dμ) is irreducible for some λ>β).
5.(5') StKTt-HStTt>0 for all t>,0 (for some ί>0).

Proof Clearly 1=>1', 2'=>2, 3=^>3', 4'=>4, and 5=>5'.

The rest of the implications will be deduced from a series of lemmas which
involve the following operators

A(s,t) = SsKTt-HSsTt.

Note that these operators are bounded if s > 0 and t > 0. Throughout these lemmas
we adopt the assumptions of Theorem 4.

Lemma 5. Suppose that

{φ9A{tθ9to)ψ) = 0

for some non-negative, non-zero, φ, ψ, and a t0 > 0 then

(φ,{St-Tt}ψ) = 0

for all £>0 and

(φ,A{s,t)ψ) = 0 (*)

for all s, t > 0.

Proof Suppose that there are ̂ , ^ £ ( 0 , ί0) such that

Since we are assuming St^Tt for all ί > 0 it follows from Theorem A of I that

(ξ,A(s,t)η)^0

for all non-negative ξ9 η, and all s,t>0. In particular
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and hence

{φ9A(s19t±)ψ)>0.

Therefore

by Lemma 2. Equivalently

{φ,A(to,t1)ψ)>O.

Another application of Lemma 2 then gives

or, equivalently,

(φ9A(tθ9to)ψ)>0

which is a contradiction.
Therefore

(φ,A(s,ήψ) = 0

for alls, ίe(0,t0]. But

zl9z2e<E-+{φ9A{zl9z2)ψ)

is analytic for Rezί >0, and Rez2>0, and hence

(φ,A(s,t)ψ) = 0

for all 5, t > 0. This is the second statement of the lemma. The first follows from the
second by the Duhamel formula

W9{St-Tt}y))=to§ j dλ — (φ,SλtT(1_λ)tιp)

= \imt1~fdλ(φ,A(λt,(l-λ)t)ψ)
ε

= 0.

Lemma 6. Suppose that

(φ,{Sto-TtJψ) = 0

for some non-negative, non-zero, φ, ψ, and a t0 > 0 then

(φ,{St-Tt}ψ) = 0

for all t>0 and

(φ,A(s,t)ψ) = 0

for all s, t > 0.
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Proof. Once again

(φ,{St-Tt}φ)= limt'fdλ(φ,A(λt,(ί-λ)t)ψ).
ε

But since St^Tt the integrand is non-negative by Theorem A of I. Therefore

for any l > ( 5 > ε > 0 . Since the integrand is non-negative and continuous this
implies that

(φ,A(λto,(l-λ)to)xp) = 0

for 0<λ<ί. Choosing A =1/2 one has

(φ,A(to/2,to/2)ψ) = O

and the desired result follows from Lemma 5.

Lemma 7. Suppose that

(φ,A{s,t)ψ) = 0

for some non-negative, non-zero, φ, ψ, and all s, t > 0 then

for all λ>β.

Proof. This follows from the identities

0 0

Lemma 8. Suppose that

(Φ,{μ 0i+ίO - 1-(

for some non-negative, non-zero, φ9 ψ, and some λo>β then

(φΛiλl + HΓ'-iλl + KΓ^ψ)^

for all λ>β and

(φΛSt-Tt}ψ) = O

forallt>0.

Proof. Since St^Tt the operator A(s, t) is positivity preserving by Theorem A of I.
Hence the desired result follows from the identity preceding the lemma and
Duhamel formula given before Lemma 6.
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Now let us return to the proof of Theorem 4. If Condition 1 is false then
Conditions Γ and 5' are false by Lemma 6 and Condition 3' is false by Lemmas 6
and 7. Thus 1'=>1, 5'=5>1, 3=>1. If Condition 5 is false then Conditions 5', Γ, and 3'
are false by Lemmas 5 and 7. Thus Γ=>5, 5'=>5, 3'=>5. But 3'=>3, and Γ=>3 by
Lemma 8. This completes the proof of the equivalence of Conditions 1, 3, 5 and
their variants Γ, 3', 5'.
1=>2'. Suppose Condition 2' is false and let DCJf be a closed subspace left
invariant by {£,— 7J}uL°°(X; dμ). One argues as in the proof of 1=>2' in Theorem
1 that there exist non-negative, non-zero, φ, ψ, in D 1 , and D, respectively, and by
the invariance of D one has

(φ,{St-Tt}ψ) = 09

i.e. Condition 1 is false.
3=>4'. This is a repetition of the previous proof, 1=>2', with St—Tt replaced by

' 1

A=>2. If Condition 2 is false then Condition 4 is false because of the Laplace
transform relation

2=>1. Suppose Condition 1 is false. Then there exist non-negative, non-zero, φ, xp,

and a t0 > 0 such that

and hence, by Lemma 6,

(<M(s,t)v) = 0

for all s, t > 0. But since

one also has

(SSoφ,A(s,ήψ) = 0

for all s,s o ,ί>0. Now let Jf be the closed linear span of

If one repeats the argument used to establish 2=>1 in Theorem 1 one concludes
that JΓ is invariant under {S^^^L^iX dμ) and φeJf1. But iΐξeJf1, ηeJf, are
non-negative

for all £>0 and hence Jf is also invariant under {Tt}t>0. Thus Jf is invariant
under {St- T;}^ouL°°(X;^μ) and Condition 2 is false unless JΓ = {O} or J Γ ^ J T .
But X Φ Jf because φeJf1 and </> is non-zero. Thus it remains to discuss the case
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If Jf = {0} one must have

A(s,t)ψ = 0

for all s, ί>0. Hence for

(χ, {S s- Ts} T,ψ)= lim 7 ^

= lim fdλ(χ,A(λs,(ί-λ)s
ε

= 0.

Therefore

{Ss-Ts}Ttψ = 0

for all 5, ί > 0.
Next let 3) be the closed linear span of

{fTtψ;t>0JeLc°(X;dμ)}.

We argue that Q) is left invariant by St, and Tv and that

St\a = Tt\S9 ί>0 .

Let

ί=l

where the

Σ 11//

one has

\τ,xii

and

fiT

tίΨ>

/. are real. Since

\\00Tt.ψ±χ^O

n

Σ ll/illoo f̂+ί1/'

Thus Ttχe3) and Ssχ = TsχeΘ for all s, ί>0. In conclusion Θ is invariant under

{Ss- Ts}s>ΰuL«>(X dμ)\a = L°(X dμ% + {0}.

Hence Condition 2 is again false.
The foregoing proof has one rather surprising corollary.
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Corollary 9. Let S and T be two self-adjoint C0-semigroups on the Hilbert space
J^ = L2{X dμ) satisfying

for allt>0. If

either St>-0 or Tt>0 for some t>0

then

either St>Tt or St = Tt for all ί > 0.

Proof Obviously 7̂ >-0 implies St>-0 and hence we need only consider this latter
case. Now suppose that St is not strictly larger than Tt for all £>0, i.e., suppose
there exist non-negative, non-zero, φ, ψ, and a t0 > 0 such that

(φ,{Sto-TtJψ) = 0.

Repeating the beginning of the argument used to prove 2=>1 in Theorem 4 we
conclude that the closed linear span Jf of

is invariant under {S^t>QκjU°{X dμ). But since St>~0 this latter set is irreducible
and hence jf = {0} or X = ffl. But φeJf1 and therefore the only possibility is
Jf = {0}, i.e., one must have

A(s,ήψ = 0

for all s, t > 0.
But appealing once more to the proof of 2=> 1 in Theorem 4 we conclude that

the closed linear span 3) of

{fTtψ;t>0JeL™(X;dμ)}

is left invariant by the irreducible set {S^^^L^iX dμ) and moreover

But 3) Φ {0} because it contains ψ. Hence 3 = Jί? and

for all ί>0.
This last conclusion can be extended to the comparison of semigroups on

different spaces. In I we considered the situation of a space Jf = L2(X dμ), a
subspace Jf = L2(Y;dv) where YcX and v = μ|y, and two semigroups, S on Jf, and
T on jf. We then defined

by demanding
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for all non-negative φetff, ψeJf (or, equivalently, φ,ψeJf). Similarly we may
define

s,>τt

by demanding

(φ,Stψ)>(φ9Ttψ)

for all non-negative, non-zero, φeJ^f, ψeJΓ

Corollary 9'. Let S and T be two self-adjoint C0-semigroups on the Hilbert space
J^ = L2(X dμ) and JΓ = L2(Y; dv) respectively where YcX andv = μ\γ. Assume that

for allt>0. If

St>0 for some ί>0

then either

st>τt

or

Jf = X and St = Tt,forallt>0.

The proof is identical to the proof of Corollary 9 once one remarks that
Lemmas 2,5, and 6-8 all have two space analogues, i.e. one can assume ξ, φeJti?
and η, φeJΓ and the conclusions remain valid.

The characterization of the ordering relation on the semigroups by irreduc-
ibility criteria opens the way for a decomposition theory of positivity preserving
semigroups into positivity improving semigroups acting on invariant subspaces.
This theory corresponds to the decomposition of the von Neumann algebra

Jίs = {StuLco{X;dμ)}"

and the Hilbert space Jf\ But if St^Tt^0 for all £>0 this decomposition
automatically gives a decomposition of JiΎ by the following.

Theorem 10. Let S and T be two self-adjoint C0-semigroups on the Hilbert space
3tf = L2(X dμ) satisfying

for all ί>0.
It follows that

Proof It suffices to show that

X dμ)}'.
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But each of the commutants is contained in U° (X dμ) thus it suffices to show that
if feL^QC dμ) is a projection satisfying

fSt(l-f) = 0

then

fTt(l-f) = 0.

But if φ9 ψ, are non-negative then fφ, and (ί—f)ψ, are non-negative and the
ordering St^Tt^0 gives

0 = (φ,fSt(l-f)ψ)

which is the desired result.
It follows from Corollary 9 and Theorem 10 that if {St^)L^{X dμ)}" is

decomposed into irreducible components then the decomposition reduces Tt and
in each component either St > Tt or St = Tt for all ί > 0 . The conclusion of Corollary
9 could be re-expressed in an algebraic fashion; if {SfuL°°(X;dμ)}" is irreducible
then {(St— T^yjL^iX dμ)}" is either irreducible or maximal abelian.

Theorem 10 also has an analogue for pairs of semigroups which satisfy the
domination property discussed by Hess et al. [6] and Simon [7].

Theorem 10'. Let S and T be two self-adjoint C0-semigroups on the Hubert space
2tf = L2 (X dμ) and suppose

for all ψeJt? and all ί > 0 .
It follows that

Proof The estimate in the proof of Theorem 10 is replaced by the calculation

\(φjTt(l-f)ψ)\S(ΦJ\Tt(l-f)ψ\)
^(φJSt\(l-f)ψ\)
= (φJSt(l-f)ψ) = 0

for φ,ψ^0.
This result is also valid for the class of non-self-adjoint T considered in [6].

3. Functions of Generators

Next we examine the contraction semigroups exp {— tf(H)} obtained from a Co-
semigroup of self-adjoint positivity preserving contractions exp{ — tH} by replac-
ing the generator H by f(H) where / is one of the functions characterized in I. It is
not strictly necessary to assume that exp{ — tH} is a contraction semigroup. It
would suffice to assume that H is lower semibounded, i.e. H^ — cί for some c^O.
It is however straightforward to extend our results to this more general case. One
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simply examines the contraction semigroup exp{— t(H+ci)} and obtains state-
ments about exp{-ί/(#+cl)}. But exp{-ί#} and exp{-ί(H+cl)} are simulta-
neously positivity improving and exp{ — tH}uLco(X;dμ) and exp{— t(H + cί)}
\JΠ°{X dμ) are simultaneously irreducible, etc.

In the statement of the next theorem, which is an elaboration of Theorem E, we
give explicit conditions on / which ensure that it is in the class considered in I.
Other characterizations are given in Theorem B of I.

Theorem 11. Let St = exp{ — tH}, 7J = exp{ — tK}9 be C0-semίgroups of self-adjoint
positivity preserving contractions on the Hilbert space Jtfp = L2(X dμ) and let
/eC°°(0, oo) be a non-negative, non-constant, function such that

and

Define Sf and Tf by

S{ = exp {- tf(H)}, T{ = exp {- tf(K)}.

The following four conditions are equivalent

1.(10 7 > 0 for allt>0 (for some ί>0).
2.(20 T{>0 for allt>0 (for some t>0).

Moreover if

st>τt

for all £>0 then the following four conditions are equivalent

l.(l') St>Tt for allt>0 (for some ί>0).
2.(20 S{>T{ for allt>0 (for some t>0).

Proof Consider the first statement. By Theorem 1, Conditions 1 and Γ, are
equivalent to irreducibility of {7J}ί>ouL°°(X;dμ) and Conditions 2 and 2', are
equivalent to irreducibility of {T{}t>0uLco(X dμ). Thus we must show that these
two sets are simultaneously irreducible and for this it suffices to show that they
generate the same von Neumann algebra. But for this it suffices to show that
{7^}ί>0 and {T/}t>0 generate the same von Neumann algebra. This is straight-
forward.

Since / is not constant it follows from I that it is strictly increasing. Hence by
spectral theory the von Neumann algebra generated by {T{}t>0 is the von
Neumann algebra generated by the spectral family EH associated with the self-
adjoint operator H. This is of course the same as the algebra generated by {7J}ί>0.

Now consider the second statement. Clearly 1=>Γ and 2=>2;. But Γ implies
that St>0 for some ί>0 and hence Sf>0 for all ί>0 by the first part of the
theorem. Hence S{>T{ or Sf=T{ for all £>0 by Corollary 9. But the latter
possibility implies St=Tt for all ί>0 which is a contradiction. Thus Γ=>2. The
proof of 2'=>1 is similar.
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4. Applications

One of the simplest self-adjoint positivity improving semigroups is the contraction
semigroup associated with the heat equation. The generator H of this semigroup is
the self-adjoint Laplacian — V2 on L2(1RV) and

(e-tHψHx)=SdyGt(x-y)φ(y)9

where

The semigroup is positivity improving because Gt>0, One can extend this
result to semigroups with generators of the form — V2 + V where V is a
multiplication operator if the conditions of Corollary 3 are satisfied with
H0=-V2 and H=-V2 + V. This is, for example, the case if V is a Rollnik
potential (see [2], Chapters X and XIII, especially Theorem XIII.46). But then if
Vv and V2, are two such operators and V2^VV but Vί + V2, one has

by Theorem 5 of I and Corollary 3. But then it follows from Corollary 9 that in fact
one has

-t(- V2

Alternatively by applying Part 1 of Theorem 11 to — V2 and then repeating the
above reasoning one then has

for any / in the class characterized in I, e.g.

for a ^
One can also draw conclusions for the Laplacian — V2 acting on L2(Ω) where

Ω is a connected bounded open such set of IRV with a suitably smooth boundary
and we impose the classical boundary conditions dψ/δn = σψ with σe C(dΩ). If HQ
denotes the corresponding self-adjoint operator and HQ denotes the Dirichlet
Laplacian then we argued in I that for σ2^σ1

and if

But if σneC(dΩ) is a sequence which increases monotonically to + oo it is known
that exp {— tHσ

Ω

n} converges strongly to exp {— ίHg} and since this convergence is
monotonic with respect to the order =̂ one has
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But one can also establish that exρ{ —ίiίg} is positivity improving either by
explicit calculation of the kernel of exp {— H§o} for sufficiently many Ωo C Ω, or by
functional integration techniques. But if σ2 = σ i a n d cr2 + CΓi t n e n Hft^Hfr.
Moreover if Ω2DΩί but Ω2φΩί then i ί ^ + ί ί g ^ Thus by Corollaries 9 and 9'

These conclusions can again be extended to semigroups of the form
exp{ — t(f(Ho) + V)} by repetition of the arguments used above for Rv.

Appendix

A Monotone Convergence Theorem

Let ^ denote the usual order on the bounded self-adjoint operators on Jtf. If Aa is
a net of positive operators and A a bounded operator such that

whenever oc^β then it is well known that Aa converges strongly. An analogous
result is valid for the order relation but it is not necessary that the operators
involved are self-adjoint.

Theorem. If Aa and A are bounded posίtίυίty preserving operators on the Hilbert
space 2tf and

whenever oc^β, then Aa converges strongly.

Proof. Since each ψe J f is a linear combination of four non-negative vectors it
suffices to prove that \\(Aa — Aβ)ψ\\ has the Cauchy property for ψ^O. But if ψ^O
then

liμα-A,)φ||2 = M , ^

S\\ΛβΨ\\2-\\Aaψ\\2

whenever oc^β. Thus \\Aaψ\\ is a monotone increasing net of real numbers and,
since tpgrO,

Thus \\Aaψ\\ is bounded above. Consequently H^φll2—||,4αt/;||2 must have the
Cauchy property, and hence Aa converges strongly.

A similar result is valid if Aa is monotone decreasing, i.e. if

whenever β>oc.

Corollary. Let Ta and T be C0-semίgroups of posίtίvίty preserving semigroups on the
Hilbert space J4? and suppose either
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for all £>0, whenever β^a, or

for all £^0, whenever β^a.
It follows that Ta converges strongly to a C ̂ -semigroup of positivity preserving

operators.
The semigroup properties of the limit are a consequence of the strong

convergence.
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